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ON OPTIMUM ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES 

l. INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents an attempt to develop a model of economic growth de
signed to provide a framework for dealing with the problem of optima! alloca
tion of resources (investments). The allocation is assumed to be carried out by 
a decision center out of "savings" from two sources: depreciation allowances 
and household saving. Depreciation allowances are determined in accordance 
with a specific depreciation policy d wich specifies the amount d(t) dt corn
mited for allocation {reinvestment) during the period (t, t -\-dt) following the 
original investment at time O in production and public goods production 
sectors. At any moment, the difference between gross national product and 
the total rate of reinvestment (depreciation expense) is paid out to housebold 
and constitutes their net income out of whicb a constant fraction is instanta
neously saved and partly reinvested. The remaining part of the net national 
income yields the value of individual consumption. The gross product is ob
tained from production and public good production sectors. The production 
process with its dynamics (inertia and delays) is approximated by a dynamie 
nonlinear operator. 

A part of the net national product accumulated over a given time int~rval 
is allocated to severa! categories of resources for individual consumption, 
production investments and other gevernment expenditures for public con
sumption and services. These resources are then assigned to the n production 
sectors. Individual saving are partly being used for the purchase of durable 
consumer goods, to acquire equity in houses and to accelerate the develop
ment of agriculture. 

The amount of resources to be allocated are given exogenously while the 
resources in each category of government expenditures are selected based on 
a strategy yielding optimum of a utility function subject to budget constraints. 

A dynamie problem of optimum allocation of investment is formulated 
as the maximization of a total net product per capita over a given time inter
val subject to accumulated "investments" constraints. The optima! solutions 
depend only on exogenous variables. 

The presented model provides also framework for dealing with the optima! 
selection of prices assuring the satisfaction of all production sectors demands 
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for labour, productive inveslments and government expenditures for public 
consumption and services. 

For a single, hornogeneous commodity that does duty as input, output, 
conrnmption good and capital good a similar model for optima! selection 
of investmenl projects was used in [4] by J. Chipman. The idea of using 
Hćilder and Minkoviski inequalities in the proof of Theorem 1 was taken from 
R. Kulikowski [5] where a similar optimization problem form = l , n= 1 was 
formulated. 

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTJON 

Suppose there are n production and public goods production sectors in the 
considered economy. Each seclor produces a given producl and cooperalcs 
with the remaining sectors as shown in Figure 1 *. Besides, each sector has to 
reinvest parł of its production in order to increase the production capacity or 
at least to slow the rate of production decline. This reinvestment is usually 
callcd the maintenance. Without the maintenance, as shown in Figure 2, the 
production sector i would suffer a decline, the output of the sector would 
gradually decline Lhrough use and age of the machines and technology. Main-
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,u Cooperation between sectors will not be discussed in the paper. Jt has becn discussed 
c. g. in [3] and [6}. · 
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Figure 2. Production operator c, (t) with ą, 1 (1) = 1(1) and ·typical k,(r) 

T 

tenance can increase the output level but on the other hand it must be subject 
to decreasing returns to scale. Therefore, the additional production due to 
increased reinvestment must be balanced against the additional expenses for 
maintenance. The maintenance policy should be selected as to maximize the 
discounted net product consisting of gross product minus maintenance expense. 
Let us now tum to a specific formulation of the following problem. Suppose 
there exists a vector (z 1 , ... , zm) of commodity goods, where z1 is interpreted as 
a consumption good (labour)**, z2 as a capital good (productive investments) 
and z 3 , ••• , zm as capital goods which correspond to government expenditures 
for education, research and development, medical care, administration etc. 
These resources are assigned to the production sectors of the economy by 
means of a matrix (zij) , i=l, .. . , n ; j=l., . .. ,m, where the element zii is 
the j-th commodity good assigned to production sector i. Let the function 
IJl,(zi(-1:)) , i = l, ... , n, z\r)=(za(r), ... , Z;m(r)) be the output-result of a trans
formation which assigns the above commodity goods (labour and capital), 
to the production sector i at time r. This instantaneous function may be assu
med in the form of a constant elasticity of substitution (C.E.S.) function 

1/f,(z'(r)) = [I c\z0v(r)] v, i=l , .. . ,n , (I) 
j = l 

m 

where 1\, -v, r are g1ven positive numbers, I l3 i= 1, v E (-1, O] and 
j=l 

zij(r), i = 1, .:., n ;j = 1, ... ,mare the input costs of this transformation at 
a given point in time r. In order to take into account the dynamics of the 
production process (inertia and delays) the process will be approximated by 

**> Labour' is assumed to be homogenous given by the logistic growth model ż1 (t ) = 
= c,z,(t) [Z1 -z1(t)], where Z 1 is the maximum possible labour force at the enci of planning 
interval and z 1(t) is the sustainable labour at time t. · 
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an integral operator. Thus, the aggregated, over different vintage" investments" * > 

gross output of the i-th production sector is determined by an integral equalion 
of the form 

t 

c;(t) = c;(z;(t)) = J kkr),.,,,(z\r)) dr+ c0 ;(t), i = 1, ... , n, (2) 
o 

where ki(.), i= 1, ... , n are given, positive, continuous functions, t E [O, TJ 
and c0 ;(t) is an exogenous term which may be interpreted as consisting of 
returns at time t from investments made prior to calendar time O. 

An "investment" k1 is a function defined on (O, oo) indicating the return 
}.k.(.)dr during the interval (t0 +r, t0 +r+dr] from the initial investment 
of ). units at time t0 ~ O. 

If 1y1(z'(r)) approximates an unitary pulse and c0 ,(t)=O, then c,(t) changes 
in a manner similar to that shown in Figure 2. From the moment ofinvestment 
(calender time O) up to stage (a) no production can be obtained. The interval 
[O, (a)] corresponds to an investment delay (gestation lag). An increase of 
production occurs over interval ((a), (b)J, followed by a slow depreciation of 
investment resulting in the sector production decrease. 

Collapsibility of Production Function 

1n the above model the quantity of capital must be given a .consistent mean
ing. As described by Solow* and Leontief** only in a narrow class of cases 
the various capital inputs can be summed up in a single index-figure so that 
the production function can give output as a function of inputs of labour 
(assumed herc homogenous) and services of severa! capital goods treatcd 
as the overall index of capital. 

A necessary and sufficient condition for the collapsibility of the production 
function ł/l(L, C1 , ••• , C,11) with m distinct kinds of capital to the production 
function ({l(L, K) with the single index of the quantity of capital is that the 
marginal rate of substitution of one kind of capital good for another must be 
independent of the amount of labour in use, 

Then, we can write ł/l(L, Ci, ... , C,,,)= ({l(L, K) and for the purpose:, of 
production any patterns of inputs C 1 , ... , Cm are equivalent so long as they 
yield the same value of the index K, K = cf>(C1 , ... , Cm)-

The index-function <P and the collapsed function (fi have the characteristics 
we usually associate with production functions. 

The marginal rate of substitution which does not involve labour L can be 
obtained for the generał class of production functions with "means" łfl = 

*> The term investments refers here to all capital expenditures of the government z;, 
j =I, ... , m with labour included. 

•> see Review of Economic Studies XXIIl .(1955-1956) pp. 101-108: The Production 
Function and The Theory of Capital. 

*-> see Econonetrica, Vol. 15, No 4, 1947, p. 364, Proposition T. 
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.= f: 1 [.f(L)+ f( C, )-;- ... --:-f( C111)], usually restricted to be homogeneous· ·of first 
degree with the functions cP and rp having all the <lesire<l properties of·homo
gerreity and convexity. In the case of CES function .(l) the marginaJ.rate of 

· · , · , , · , Ó1+1 (Zj+l)-~ subshtution or, tor. rnstance, C1 for C j 1.e. z, +1 for z_;,. 1 1s -.--. •-.-.- · • •. 
<\+ I z Hl 

In the model, investrnent .is assumed to be carried out by a production and 
business sector out of funds corning from two sources: depreciation allo wan.ces 
and household savings. '' Depreciation allowances are detern1ined in accor
dance with a specific depreciation policy d, which is a function define<l on (O,=) 
and indicates the amount or resources }.d(r)dr set aside during the interval 
(t0 +r, t 0 +r-;-dr) for purposes of reinvestment committed for thi~ purpose 
when an investment of}. units was made at time 10 .i'* These set aside resources 
witl be rererred to as business and production saving. 

Depreciation Policy 

The present value of the time stream k at interest rate r, given any function le 
T 

defined on (O, oc), is detined by J e--•1 k(t) dt. 
o 

When T---> = it can be detined by the Laplace transform L [k(t)J = 
Cl] 

= K(r) = S e--''k(t)dt, whenever the int.egral converges. The interest rate 
o 

can be treated as a coefficient indicated a cost rate of using the capital. 
The current valuc (worth) of an investment project k after t units of time havc 

elapsed following its initiation, at discound rate r, is defined as 
'i T T 

w ( l) = e'' J e --"k ( r) eh = J e'c, -- rl k (,) dr (3) 

Letthe ratc of depreciation d(t) be the tate of deerease of the current valuc 
of the investment, which is in turn defined as the present valuc discountcd to 
time t, of the stream of returns k(r) r > t, due to an investment of one unit 
at time zero, al somc intcrcst rate r. 

Consider the depreciation policy of sector i defined by 

' d;(t) = k,-(t)~1~(1J,.~ J d;('r)dr) (4) 
o 

for some ,=>O, T> O and some v; > O, where L'; = w1(0), i= I, ... , n. is ·the 
initial book value of the capital investment of one unit, the term in the paren-

,,> Jn the centralized eeonomy the rate ofbusiness and production ,;aving (funds for alloa 
cation available from production seetors) and the dcpreciation rate are subject to the Decision 
Center• policy. 

**' The woru "reinvcstmenf' has been usee since it is assumed thai the investment which 
determi11es a level of further production follows an initial investmeńt, given exogenously. 
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theses represents the book value at time t of the original investment. Multiplying 
this by r, which can be interpreted as an accounting interest rate, gives the 
accounting cost rate at time t of the use of the capital, equivalent to the value 
of the original investment. 

The rate of depreciation at time t is chosen to equalize this cost rate and 
the rate of net yield of the investment k-i(t) - d;(t). 

The depreciation policy d1 associated with the investment project k;(t) is assu
med to satisfy the condition 

C".:· 

lJ d;(t)d1j < oo , i= 1, ... , n 
o 

t 

From the definitions (4) and (3)and the assumption that w,(t) = v,-J d1(r)dr 
o 

follows that the declining value depreciation policy associated with k; at discount 
rate r is given by 

d1U) = -w;(t) 

and may also be expressed as 

d;(r) = k;(t)-rw;(t) 

Thus, there exists the explicit solution for di(t) of equation (4), given k,(t). 

Allocation Model 

The aggregatc rcinvestment in scctor i, determined by the deprcciation expensc 
x;(r ), is defined by 

l 

x1(1) = J d;(-r;) ff1;(z\,))dr+x1o(t) , i = 1, ... , n (5) 
o 

where x;0 (t) is an exogenous term donoting the rate of business and produ
ction saving resulting from commitments already made prior to time O (it 
includes depreciation policies initiated before that date). 

The net product of sector i at time t, Y; (t), is the difference between the gross 
product c;(t) (the total rate of return from past investments) and the total 
rate of business and production reinvestment x ;(t), (depreciation expcnse), i.e. 

t 

Y;( r) = c;(t)-x;(t) = J k;(r),t,,(ztr))dr+ y0 ,(t), (6) 
o 

where kh) =ki(r)-d,(r) i= 1, ... , n is the cost rate of using the capital 
equal to the value of the original investment at timer and y 0 i{t) = c0 ;(t) - x0;(1 ). 
The net product is assumed to be paid out to households, which in turn save 
a constant fraction s;, O < s, < 1, of their net incomes. This constant fraction 
is "reinvested" in selected sectors of the economy. 

Jn recent years a part of the households saving has been used to finance 
credits for the development of agriculture and private housing. These areas 
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F igure 3. A closed model of economic growth 

of the economy seem to be crucial to the overall development and the supply 
of agricultural production and housing facilities still does not satisfy the demand 
for them*. However, only a part of accumulated , over a long time period, 
households saving can be used for the above purposes and they should not be 
used for productive investments. 

The amount of credits coming from individual saving should be evaluated 
very carefully and result from thorough investigations. 

*> In Poland over 80 per-cent of cultivated land is privately owned. 
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Assume that a fraction s1, s; < s; of net households income is used for credits 
to develope ·agriculture and private housing. This means that at any instant. 
of time there exists a disposable, over a short period of time, e.g. one year, sav
ing that can be paid back to individuals. Then, the system can be closed by 
stipulating the equality of gross saving and investment where the gross saving 
includes this part ofhousehold saving which over a long time period has been 
used for financing credits in agriculture and housing. 
The equality can be written in the following form 

m 

I w/t)z/t) = I x;(l)+s;y;(t) (7) 
j= 1 i = 1 

where I zj;(t) = z /t), 51;(1) = c;(t)- .x;(t), 
i= L 

I 

X;(/)= J d;{-r),.,;{w/t)zu(-r))d-r+x0 ;(t), 
o 

t 

c,(1) = J k;('t'),r,Jw/t) zu(-r))dr+co;(I) 
o 

and w;(t)j ~ 1, ... , m denotcs prices of labour and capital services of govern
ment for prnductive investrnents and public consumption sectors. 

A structural constraint must be adopted in the model to assure that the pro
duction of a given sector i, in natura! units, is sufficient to satisfy the demand 
of all sectors for the i-th aggregated sector good treated as an input to pro
duction and public goods production sectors 

I i)t) 
z.(t):;;; - - 

'1 P;(I) 
j= I 

where p,(t), i= I , ... , n is the aggregated sector price. 

(8) 

Jt is assumed tpat both sector and, labour and capital prices arc exogenous 
in the model. THe aggregated sector prices are viewed as equilibrium prices. 
In generał they rirnst depend on the ąuantity of output, the price for labour 
and for government capital expenditures and the consumption structure. 

One of the most difficult problems in the socialist economy seems to be the 
con~truction of price model. Prices should provide market eąuilibrium., and 
the maximum of a social utility. The resulting, optimum consumption struc
tur.e should. stimulate the incentives of producers, compensate the impact 
of personal \,aving on the market and provide for inexpensive basie consumption 
goods. 

lt should be emphasized that the aggregated sector prices p,, the same; for 
all commodities produced by sector i, are by far not a perfect approach. 
However, even their impact on the structural relation (8) and on the optima! 
allocation strategy is very difficult to investigate. 
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The following approach scems acccptablc. 
Lct X, and Y, denote the i-th sector output in natural and monetary units 

respectively. Then, the sector pricc p1 = Y;/X,. 
The average sectora,l price p 1 can be defined by 

C,(X;) 
P1=-x;-

where C. is the production cost of sector i (cost of materiał, labour and 
capita}, tum-over tax and profit). The minimum value of price p, equals equili-

. . . . . d . 1 I h . I . oC;(X;) 
bnm:'n pnce p, an 1s a ways equa to t e margma product1on cost ---. 

. . oX; 
The discounted cumulative net product per capita from n production 

sectors (the net oational product) per capita over time interval [O. T] is 

n(T)= V f :-,t ji;(t)dt, 
~ "t(t) 
i= l O 

(9) 

where z1(t) denotes labour force at time t and e-" is the discounting function.* 
For the model described by equations (1)-(9) one could think of formulat

ing two distinct 9ptimization problems. In both of them the same objective 
can be used, i.e. maximization over interval [O, TJ, of the discounted net na
tional product rr(T) which is equivalent to maximization of the per capita 
conwmption in the system since 

n 

Consumption = I {l - s;) .Y;, O < s, < -~; < l , i = I , ... , n . 
,~ 1 

The above closed system has only theoretical and illustrative meaning since 
in could be applied only in the case when the net balance of foreign trade is zero 
and the inventories are kept constant over time at their initial value. Therefore, 
the problem will be formulated to optimize the consumption per capita in the 
open system with foreign trade balance and inventories included in the dispo-
sable national incmne. · 

3. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 

Solution is giv.:n to only one optimization problem formulated for the mo
del in which th~ structural equation is checked after the problem has been 
solved. 

This refers to the case when the problem is being solved analytically. 

*1 For the dis-:umon of discounting functions in the investrncnt optimization problerr. 
see [l l pp. 41-'>5 - Strotz Phenomcnon. 
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Assume the following values to be given: • 1. 

a) the discount rate r > O 
b) the time interval [O, T], T > O 
c) the continuous, positive functions, depreciation d;(t) and investment 

return k/t), defined over (O,oo) for all i=l, ... ,n. 
d) the parameters of the CES production function (I), i.e. positive numbers 

m 

r,ój,-v, where L bi=l and vE(-1,0]. 
. j= 1 t• . '. 

e) the sector prices p .( t), i= 1 , ... , n and the prices for ]abour w 1 ( t ), pro-
ductive investments w2 (t) and government expenditures w3(t), ... , w,,,(t). 

Then, we can look for the optima! allocation strategy, i.e. the optimum 
values z;/t) = zu(t), i= 1, ... , n; j = 1, ... , m such that the global net product 
per capita n(t), given by (9), is optimum, provided that the funds (for alloca
tion) Zi in each class of government expenditures j are given exogenously and 
are defined by 

11 r 

· zit)= I JiJr)d-r, J=l, ... ,m, (IO) 
i= 1 O 

where zu(t) = w/t)zu(t), t E [O, TJ. . . 
The values Z/t) depend on inventories, net balance of foreign trade, prices 

and the national product per capita generated over time[O, 1]. These functional 
dependences are briefly discussed at the end of tbis section. Substituting 
z u(-r) in c\(t), xit) and using (1), (2), (7) and (8) the problem of maximization 
of the net national product per capita can be written ' 

11 T 

m.ax {n (T) = ~ f e -,t y;(t) dt = 
z,;(r)e!1 ~ Z1(t) 

i= 1 O 

i= 1 O o j= 1 

where 
n T 

Q={zu(-r): L Jiii(-r)d-r~Zj, zu(-r)>O, -rE[O,TJ, 
i= l O ( 12) 

i=l, ... ,n;j=l, ... ,m}, 
Theorem 1 

Let n production operators c;(t) be given by (2) and the assumptions a)-<l) be 
satisfied. Then, there exists the unique, optimum a!Iocation strategy zu(-r) = 
=zij(-r) for -r E [O, T], 

z. f,-(-r) 
zii(-r) = / w:(-r), i= 1, ... , n; J = J, ... , m . (13) 
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which yields the gł obal net product per capita n (T) over time interval (O, T] 
(with y 0 ;(t) given) 

(14) 

where 

n T 

F=IJJ;(-r)dr, (!5) 
i= 1 O 

T 

{ j•e-'' )1 1ą 

J;(r) = k;(r) - . dtJ 
Z1(/) 

q = 1-r '(16) 

Theorem J has been proved in Appendix. 
Jt is assumed that the sum of "investment resources" over time 1s gi ven 

m 

L Zj=Z (l 7) 
j=l 

where Z is exogenous. However, in planning practice Z is a disposablc parł 
of the net national income generated over the previous planning interval to .be 
a)located to severa! categories of resources for labour (individual consumption) 
productive investments and other government expenditures including public 
consumption and Services. These resources are then assigned to the n pro
duction and public goods production sectors. 

Assuming t = T0 to be a base year (beginning of a planning interval) and 
t = O to be the beginning of the previous planning interval 

n T,) 

Z= L J [x;(IJ+s;ji;(t)J dt+Z;,,(0)-Zi/To), 
i-= I O 

where Z;11 denotes inventories with a net balance of the foreign trade incorpo
rated into it. 

Thus, it is necessary to find an allocation strategy Żi, j = 1 , ... , m, which 
maximizes the function (11). 

The problem can be formulated as follows: 

"' 
max { I aj z;•= [n (T)rv/r} (18) 
z,ń!, j= 1 
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where 

Q1= {Zj: L Zj<Z, zj~O,j=l, ... ,m}, 
j= I 

and 

The optimum allocation strategy 
I 

~ 
(J_j 

Zj = 
111 

I 2, j = 1, ... , 111 

I (Y. .iT+v 
j = I / · 

and 
l+v 

111 1 

[n(TWv/r = ( L af+v) z -v 
j=l 

Thus, the optimum net product per capita 
l+v 

m l - - v-r 
.ii(T)=(IC(J+•) Z' 

_i= l 

(19) 

(20) 

. . arr(T) 
One may compute now the margmal cost of a change 111 Z j, --- which 

azj 
depends on the cost of using the invested capital, labour growth, the discount-
ing function and the parameters of the CES function · 

4. EXTENSION OF THE MODEL AND CONCLUSIONS 

Within presented framework another optimization problem can be formu
lated. In both problems a notion of a utility function can be used to derive opti
ma! government expenditures. 

Assuming conditions a) to d) to hold and given "savings" Z;,.i = l , ... , m 
and demands z;/t),i = l, ... ,n; j = l, ... ,m, find the sector prices p;{t) 
arid prices wit) for labour, capital and capital expenditures, which yield the 
maximum per capita consumption in the model or equivalently the maximum 
net product per capita given by (11). 

The above problem will not be pursued further in this paper. 

Utility Function 
The consumer utility function U( Y) must be realvalued, order preserving 

v_ector function with an appropriate degree of concavity and differentiability. 
It can assume either Cobb-Douglas or CES form. 
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Maximization of a utility function with explicit individual and social prefe
rences can ensure the overall satisfaction of a society. 
Denote by Y;(t) a development level associated with government expenditures 
zj, 

Y/t) = J Z/r)dr 
- 00 

Let Z; be (alternatively to (19)) defined by a solution of an optimization pro
blem yielding optimum of a utility function subject to budget constraints. 

"' 
max{u = K TT Yt} 

Y; j= I 

subject to 
m 

I wj Yj ~ z 
j ~ l 

m 

where w; is the weight associated with Y; and I (!)j = l. 
i = l 

Analytically the solution, in steady state, yields 

}'. =.!!J._ z 
1 Wj 

but is difficul{ to derive effectively since the weights (with exception of the ave
rage wage) are unknown and Y;(r) depends inertially on Z;(,). 

Jf we consider values Zj to be lumped values, intcgrated over time, one can 
"' 

obtain optima! values Z;= c; Z, L si = l. However Zj change over time due 
j =) 

to changes in the GNP per capita and prices. They can be estimated based on 
"ex post" specification of the GNP per capita, prices and their elasticities. 

The optimization problem has been formulated for an open system in which 
the resources available for allocation are assumed to be given exogenously 
and the optimum allocation strategy is obtained under assumptions that the 
"investments" made prior to time zero yield given returns. This seems to be 
no drawback since in economic planning of centrally governed countries 
one has to know or assume given the amount of resources at time t to be allo
cated after that time. These given numbers can be checked for consistency 
with projections based on estimates of resources in previous years which are 
in turn based on historical data. Another possible extension of the paper could 
be the investigation of the invariance of the system with respect to the personal 
saving yielding its best utilization. 

Also; the optima] solution in the closed model with zero balance of foreign 
trade and constant inventories would give more insight into allocation me
chanism. 
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APPENDIX 

Proof of Theorem I 

The gł obal net product (II) , is 
n T t m 

n(T)= If :1-(:;f k;(T)(I <\[zij(T)r''r~dTdt 

i = lO O j=l 

where z;;{T)=w/T)zii(;) and ji0 ;(t)=O* , 
Changing the integration order we have 

n T m T 

n(T) = I { f (I Jj[zu(T)r" )-~ f :
1
~:; k;(T)dt}dT 

i = l O j=l 

Denoting by 
T 

}~/r) = bi{ J ;
1

-(:; k;(r)dt}-7[zu(T)r" 

and substituting Yu(T) into (22) yields 
11 T m 

n(T)= L J(I YJT))1dT, 
i = lOj = l 

r 
where I=- - . 

V 

The Minkowski inequality for integrals yields 
11 T 111 m T n 1 

I J n:: Y;h)J'dT ~ {I [J I Y;~(r)dT]t)
1 

i=lO j=l j=l Oi=l 

The equality in (23) holds iff 

Y;/T)=c}Y;,i +iCT) , i=l, ... , n; j=l, ... ,111 

where cJ is a positive constant, 
Consider the expression 
T 11 n T 

J I [Y;/T)f dT I f [Yu (T)]
1 
dr 

O i = 1 i= 1 O 

11 T T 

= I f <J~ J : ~:; k;( r) dt Czu(r)J' dr 
i = 1 O , 

'' ' This assumption does not affect the optima] solution, 
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(21) 

(22) 

. (23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 



and denote 

q = l-r 

Tbus, 

T T 

J [Y,j(r)]1 dr=<>~ J /t(r) [zij(r)J dr 
o o 

Appłying Holder inequality. 

T T 7· 

<>~ J .fl(r) [zJr)J'dr ::::; <>~·{J /;(-r)dr}ą {J z;/r)dr}' 
o o o 

The equality in (29) holds iff 

zu(-r)=cJflr), i = l, ... ,n; j=l, ... , m; 

where cJ is a positive constant. 

The optimum stralegy fii( r) yields the equality in constraints (I 2). 

n T 

I J zu(-r)d, = Z1 , j = I .... , m, 
i= l O 

Substituting l30) into (31) yields 

2 Z_; 
ci=p, j=ł, .. . ,m, 

n T 

where F = L J f/1) dt 
i = l O 

Thus, using (30) and (32) 

z 
z-(i,·· = _!_./Jr) 

•1. F " i 
and 

Z. '-(r) z. -(r) = _!_ · -
1

'-
'1 F w_;Cr) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

The optima! value of the global profit per capita ń(T), using (22), (23), (25), 
(28), (32) and (33) yields 
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. : i i ! d 

·,_, i\. 

11 T 

L J f;(-r)dr: {I"' '}' rI"' ] v 
i=IO c5 .z.1 =F1-rl /5.z-:v 

(F)' J J ' ' 

j=t j = t 

Y{r) biZi 
Sinceq=l-randc}= 11 ----=const>0theequation(26) 

Yi,j+/t) Ój+l Zj+t 
is satisfied. 

Thus, we have proved Theorem l and found the optima! solution to the_ in-
vestment allocation problem. · · 
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SUMMARY .. .,\) 
.,,, ,:. 

This paper develops a model of economic growth designed to provide 
framework for optimal allocation of resources such as labour, capital and pu
blic consumption services. The resorces are assumed to be the result of savings 
over a time interval (O, T). The savings come from two sources : depreciation 
allowances and household savings. Mathematically the problem is characte
rized by a nonlinear dynamie system. 

The objective of the system is to maxirnize the net national product over 
(O, T). The problem possesses a unique global optimal solution expressible in 
exogenous variables. 

An extension of the model is possible which provides a framework for 
dealing with optimal selection of prices and deterrnining the optima! level 
of savings, satisfying dernands of production for resources. 
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